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Abstract 
In this Paper we are concerned with the approximation of Toeplitz matrices generated 
by continuous 2rr-periodic functions f : 1 + R, with 1 = [-n, x]. For this purpose we, 
define a class of matrix algebras, related to suitable choices of Gram functions, where 
we look for good preconditioners. In particular, we construct these preconditioners 
through linear Operators and linear positive Operators (LPOs) approximating in some 
sense the functionf. Then, by making use of some matrix Versions [39,42,41] of the Ko- 
rovkin and Weierstrass theorems, we analyze the convergence features of old and new 
preconditioners. Finally, among the given results are adapted in Order to deal with L’ 
generating functions and the related preconditioners are compared with the ones devised 
by using band-Toeplitz matrices [6,36]. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
AMS classijication: 65F10 
Keywords: Linear positive Operators; Toeplitz matrices; Matrix algebras; Gram polynomials and 
functions 
1. Introduction 
We consider the Problem of solving linear Systems of the form 
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AJj-)x = b 
through the preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) method. Here the Toep- 
litz matrices [51,30,31,21,19,8,22] {A,(f)},, g enerated [21] by a Lebesgue-int- 
egrable function f are so that the entry along the kth diagonal is the Zcth 
Fourier coefficient of the function f defined in the interval [-n, rc) and period- 
ically extended to the whole real axis with period 27~. Therefore we have 
uk = &/.f(x)e-‘” dr, i2 = -1, 1 = [-n,n]. (1) 
I 
In this Paper we focus our attention in the case wherefis continuous: more pre- 
cisely, when we say that f is continuous and we write f E C,,, we mean that its 
2n-periodic extension to the real axis is continuous that is 
lim,,,-f (x) = f (-n). A s well known, the search for a good preconditioner 
is (in a spectral sense [ 11) is the search for a spectral approximation of the orig- 
inal coefficient matrix. Consequently, due to the deep relationships between the 
symbolfand the spectra of {A,(J)},, [21,49], it is completely natura1 to think 
that good preconditioners to the matrices {A,(J)}, are associated, in a certain 
sense, with an approximation process [29] {Yncf)}n to the function f. 
In Order to practically construct our preconditioners we consider matrix al- 
gebras which are related to the functional space of the continuous functions. 
Let us consider a sequence { Un}, of n x n unitary transforms and let us de- 
note by X* the adjoint of a matrix X. We define a corresponding family of n x n 
matrix algebras 
{J%‘(U~)}, = {A = U,,AU,* E %Y”: A diagonal}, (2) 
related to the transformations {U,,},. We focus our attention on tranforma- 
tions { Un}, so that the adjoints {U;}, are Vandermonde-like matrices [18]. 
More precisely, this means that each matrix U,, is uniquely determined by a 
set of n functions {f@)},,cign_, and a set of n Points W, = {~jn)},,~~~~_, of 
Z = [-rc, rr] so that (U;),, = fl”’ (xi”‘). 
The assumption that U, is unitary is then equivalent to say that the set of 
functions {x!n)},,ciSn_l is extracted by a sequence {h(n)}iEN of orthogonal nor- 
malized functions with respect to the inner product [., .], where 
v‘> 81, = E::; cfg) (x!“‘) . 
When the functions {f;(“)}iEN are trigonometric polynomials, they are called 
Gram polynomials. In the general case, by extending the terminology, we tan 
cal1 then Gram functions. 
We remark that this construction generalizes the matrix algebras (circulant, 
Tau, Hartley, etc.) widely considered in the relevant literature 
[9,24,12,45,4,7,3,14,39] for the approximation of Toeplitz structures. 
A general way of construct approximations in algebra of Toeplitz matrices is 
now given: these approximations are then used as preconditioners. First we 
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introduce the family of Operators {Y’J.)}, with L?‘~(.) : C& -+ C2,. Then we 
define the associate family of Operators {Y,( U,, .)}, so that 
Y,(&, .) : c27I -f .&uJ 
and 
(~;%(u,,f)u.),, = Y”cf) (Xi”‘) 
for any function f E C2,. A similar construction has been developed in [39,42] 
with special regard to the connections between the optimal Frobenius approx- 
imation and the Korovkin Theorem [27]. On the other hand, in [41,15] we have 
considered more general linear approximation processes and we have connect- 
ed the goodness of the approximation process with the convergence rate of the 
related PCG methods. More precisely, by choosing P,, = Y,( U,,, f) as precon- 
ditioner for A,(j), the results tan be divided in these three classes: 
If f > 0 Cfcontinuous function), then we have superlinear convergence of the 
related PCG method (strong Aster around the unity of the eigenvalues of 
the preconditioned matrices {P;‘A,(f)},,) if and only if the process 
{Y,,(J)}~ uniformly converges to f on the set of the grid Points of the alge- 
bras with, at most, an exception of O(1) grid Points. 
Surprisingly enough, if f > 0 Cfcontinuous function) and {Y,(j)}, converg- 
es uniformly to f on the grid Points, then the asymptotic number of iterations 
in Order to resch the Solution within a given accuracy rl depends on the reg- 
ularity of f, on the given sequence of algebras, and on q, but does not depend 
on the goodness (convergence rate to fl of the approximation scheme 
{~ncf)ln. 
On the other hand, if f has Zeros, then the cluster at the unity is general 
(weak) [49] and the number of outliers strongly depends on the goodness 
of the upproximation scheme {P’,,(f)},. In other words, better {L?‘&)}~ con- 
verges to f and the less outlying eigenvalues we have. 
The practical impact of these results is twofold. In the positive case if we 
suppose that we have no exceptional Points, then we observe that all the super- 
linear preconditioners belonging to the same sequence of algebras are roughly 
speaking equivalent [41] because of the second item previously displayed. Con- 
versely, in the nonnegative case, this dependence is crucial so it is important to 
consider preconditioners which are related to faster approximation schemes 
[15] (third item). 
This is a complete explanation of the fact that the optimal circulant precon- 
ditioner is worse than the natura1 circulant preconditioner when f is nonnega- 
tive and has Zeros, while the two are equivalent when f is strictly positive: in 
fact, in the case where f E Ck, k 2 1, the optimal circulant preconditioner is re- 
lated to a process {Yncf)}n so that 
IIYJY) -f II = o(n-‘>, 
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while the natura1 one is such that 
II~J.0 -fl1 = O(n-k log n) 
with 11 . 11 being the infinity norm over L”. Here, by means of the quoted gen- 
eral results and of classical approximation theory tools, we propose new pre- 
conditioners (which are cheaply constructed) and we analyze them. 
Moreover, through the definition of Gram functions, we propose an idea which 
is promising in Order to find superlinear preconditioners when f is only piece- 
wise continuous. In addition, the case wheref is merely L’ is sketched in con- 
nection with the band Toeplitz preconditioning [6,33,36] which is discussed in 
the last part of this Paper. 
Finally we want to notice that, in the following sections, we treat in detail 
the case wheref is univariate and real valued. This choice is done for the sake 
of simplicity and in Order to avoid cumbersome notations. In fact, all the re- 
sults which are discussed and proved in this Paper in the scalar context tan 
be extended in a natura1 way to the case where f: IP + Yx’ with p, s, t 2 1 
(see [42,16]). In particular, with regard to the three previously emphasized 
classes of cases, we stress that the condition f > 0 must be replaced by 
“GminCf) > 0” and the conditionfwith Zeros must be replaced by “CminCf) with 
Zeros”. Here the Symbol emi*Cf) denotes the minimal Singular value of the mul- 
tivariate, complex matrix valued functionf. Of course when s = t = 1 the sym- 
bol OminCf) equals Ifl. Moreover all the Statements holding for the eigenvalues 
are replaced by the corresponding analogs for the Singular values. 
The Paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the definition of 
the optimal Operator 9, and some general ideas on linear positive Operators 
(LPOs). In Section 3 we introduce the matrix algebras and we discuss some 
definitions connected with the specific structure of Gram matrix algebras. 
Section 4 is devoted to the Weierstrass matrix theory and Section 5 to the 
convergence analysis of the PCG methods through the optimal approxima- 
tion of AnCf) and through the Korovkin theory. Section 6 is addressed to 
the definition of new preconditioners related to linear positive and nonposi- 
tive Operators. Section 7 is devoted to the band-Toeplitz preconditioning 
strategy and to the comparison of this approach with the one involving ma- 
trix algebras. 
2. Optimal Frobenius approximation in algebra 
Let {Un}, be a sequence of unitary complex n x n matrices. Then, for any 
fixed integer n, by &‘(U,,) we denote the algebra of all the matrices simulta- 
neously diagonalized by the unitary transform U,,. More precisely, 
JY(U,,) = {A = U,,AUl: A = diag,,, ,,_,, .(Si), 6i E ‘Z}. 
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Here the Symbol * means transpose and conjugate. The Operator P,, = yP,[U,,] 
is defined on %Yxn and takes values in A’(Un), where both the spaces are 
equipped with the Frobenius norm ]]X]]t = Cij IxiJ’. Then 
~44 = arg xgjg /IA - XII,. n 
Here the minimum exists and is unique for two reasons. The Frobenius norm 
is induced by the positive scalar product (., .)F on Wnxn that is 
(A, B), = tr(A* . B). Therefore the existente and the uniqueness of the mini- 
mum follows from the fact that the space (‘%“‘“, (., .),) is a Hilbert space 
and A(Un) is a closed convex subset since it is a finite-dimensional vector 
space. From this and by means of purely algebraic arguments, it is possible 
to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1 [16]. With A, B E %Yxn and the previous definition of 9,, we have 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
VP,(A) = Uo(U*AU)U*, with cr(X) being the diagonal matrix having 
(X),,, E V as diagonal elements, 
vP,(aA + j?B) = agn(A) + B.!?,,(B) and a, fi E %, 
pP,(A*) = (R(A))*, 
tr(gJA)) = MA), 
/IA - Yn(A)IIi = IIAIIi - Il??,(A)II~ (Pitagora law or Bessel inequality). 
2.1. Asymptotic results on the spectra of Toeplitz matrices and LPOs 
First we recall a fundamental result regarding the distributional properties 
of the eigenvalues of Toeplitz matrices {A,(f)},. 
Theorem 2.1 [Szegö-Tyrtyshnikov-Zamarashkin [21,49,50]]. Let f E L’ and let 
AI”’ be the eigenvalues of An(f) ( w tc h ’ h are real since f is real valued and the 
matrix A,(f) is Hermitian). Then, for any continuous function F with bounded 
support, we$nd the following asymptotic formula (the Szegö relation) 
lim -!eF(,!.j) = &]F(f(x)) dx. n+m n 
i=l 
-n 
In addition, mention has to be made of a very recent extension owing to Tilli 
[46]: actually this result is Theorem 2.1 modified to deal with finite-dimensional 
Toeplitz Operators generated by matrix-valued and multivariate L2 functions, 
including also the nonHermitian case and the nonsquared one. 
For our purposes, we also require second-Order results about the Szegö for- 
mula. The restriction about f is due to the assumption that it belongs to the 
Krein algebra K (the Besov space Bi’2) of all the functions f that are essentially 
bounded and satisfy 
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IlfllK = 2 Wk12 < Co. 
k=-cc 
We remark that the Krein algebra [28] contains the space of the trigonometric 
polynomials q. More precisely, this result is stated in the following theorem 1521 
(See also [37]). 
Theorem 2.2. Let op) be the singular values of A, (f), ty’ = (op’) 2, f E K and G 
be a function belonging to C3 [mf, iV;]. Then 
1;~ eG(tj”)) -; jG(,f(x)l’) dx = c. 
i=l 
-71 
Here c is a known constant characterized in [52], Mf = Ilf Ilrn and mf is the dis- 
tance of the zero in the complex plane from the convex hu11 of the range ofJ In- 
deed, ijf is real valued then mf is the minimum of If 1 and {ty’} are the squares of 
the eigenvalues of A, (jJ. 
Another basic ingredient that we use in the following is the concept of linear 
and positive Operators (LPOs): 
Definition 2.1. Let 991 and 92 be two linear spaces of real-valued functions and 
let @ : 31 -+ 92 be an Operator. Let us suppose that 
1. @(af + /?g) = c&(f) + /3@(g), with ~1, B E R, f ,g E 31 and 
2. a(J) > 0 for any nonnegative function f E 91. 
Under the above mentioned assumptions, the Operator @ is said linear and pos- 
itive Operator (LPO). 
In the case where the generating function is complex and/or matrix-valued 
the definition of LPO tan be naturally extended (for the details we refer to [42]). 
It is interesting to observe that also the Toeplitz Operators 
A,(.) : L’ (Z, R) + Vnxn tan be also viewed as linear and positive in a bit differ- 
ent sense. More precisely, from the linearity of the Fourier of coefficients it fol- 
lows that A,(af + pg) = c&(f) + PA,(g). M oreover, a simple application of 
the Szegö theory [21] Shows that every matrix A,(f) is positive definite if f is 
real-valued, nonnegative and with strictly positive essential supremum. On 
the other hand, the Operator 9’” : %‘nxn + Vxn is linear and 9’,(A) is nonneg- 
ative definite if A is so (Part (2), part (3) and part (1) of Lemma 2.1). Conse- 
quently the composition 
9’” o An(J): L’(Z, R) -f qflxn (5) 
is linear and positive Operator too in the sense that it maps nonnegative func- 
tions into nonnegative definite matrices. We want to stress that this charac- 
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terization has been crucial inorder to prove the Korovkin type theorems 
[39,42]. 
3. Gram matrix algebras 
Let W = {WnjnEN be a sequence of grids of n Points on 1, namely, 
with x~“’ < ~(2~. By means of this sequence of grids we de- 
%%mdefinite scalar products { [ ., . n n over the space of the func- ] } 
tions defined on L 
Now let F = {f’“‘}. b e a sequence of orthogonal functions with respect to 
the inner p>oduc; [.,‘!r: therefore we have 
i,j E N, 
where 6.,. is the Kronecker delta. If the functions of F, are polynomials, then we 
find the classical Gram functions. In the general case, by adopting the same ter- 
minology, we cal1 the functions of F, Gram functions. 
Definition 3.1. An algebra of the form JZ(U,) is a Gram algebra if and or$,if 
the matrix Uz is the generalized Vandermonde [18] matrix (f;‘“’ (.x~“‘))~,,~. 
Here the set {fp’} 0 <j < II_ 1 is the finite subsequence of the first II components of 
the Gram fun&io& Fn associated with the inner product related to the grid 
w, = x!“’ 
{ > I . 
Therefore, in the following, with the Symbol {M(U,,)}, we denote the se- 
quence of Gram algebras related to the sets W = { Wn}, and F = {F,},. 
We notice that the orthogonality condition U; U, = 1 is exactly contained in 
the discrete orthogonality relations (6) concerning the Gram functions. 
Finally when the functions of F are trigonometric polynomials then we re- 
find the classical sequences of trigonometric algebras widely considered in 
the literature [26,16] because of the fact that they are associated to fast trans- 
forms [26,23]. 
Of course, as done in [42] through tensorial products, it is possible to adapt 
this definition when dealing with p-level Toeplitz matrices and/or to deal with 
block Toeplitz matrices with unstructured rectangular blocks. In the next two 
subsections we give some definitions about Gram algebras which are of interest 
for the convergence theory developed later on. 
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3. I. Regular Gram algebras 
Given the sequence of Gram matrix algebras {JY(&)},, we cal1 it regular if 
the set of the grid Points W forms a quasi-uniformly distributed mesh in Z. For 
a formal definition of quasi-uniform distribution see the following 
Definition 3.2. A sequence of meshes W = { Wn},,, 
w = n 1 
x!“).j=O I . . . n-1 >’ > > 
belonging to an interval Z is called quasi-uniform if 
Cl ( n-1 !L! _ X(n) _ $1 n ’ t-l )I = o(l) i=l 
with 111 being the width of Z. If the previous relation holds for o(1) = O(n-‘), 
then the meshes { Wn}, are called uniform. 
Canonical and well-known examples of such matrix algebras are the circul- 
ant, the z, the Hartley for which the matrix U; [4] is 
Ui=CJn= ($emijx”‘), i,j=O ,..., n-l, 
W = n 
I 
x!“) =~~i=O 
I n . ““’ 
n - 1 
1 
c z = [-n, TC], 
u; = u, = v- &sin ((j + l)$‘) ) , i,j=O ,..., n-l, 
W,= ~!‘)=(~+‘)~:i=o 
{ l n+l ..7 
U; = U, = ( +n [sin&j”‘) + costiX!n)); j, 
n - 1 
1 
c z = [O,rc], 
i,j=O ,..., n- 1, 
W = n 
1 
x!“‘,g.i,O 
I >..., n n-l cZ=[-71,711, 1 
respectively. In addition, other seven examples of unitary transforms U, related 
to cosine/sine functions are presented in [26]. For the class of the E-circulants 
[13] we may consider the case of 6 on the unit complex circle because it ensures 
that the matrix U, is still unitary. More precisely, if E = eizn@ then the matrix U, 
has the following representation 
U,, = F, = & eiC,_i+$)xj”’ 
> > 
i,j=O ,“‘, n- 1, 
= + : i = 0, . . . ,n- 1 Cl= [-7r,7c]. 
> 
We stress that for all these matrix algebras the following Statement holds 
true. 
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Proposition 3.1. All the cited algebras are characterized by a special kind of 
sequence F of functions. In particular tf n > m, then there exists a constant 
C(n,m) such that 
Fn(“) = C(n, m)FF), Fk(f) = @);+;. 
This means that, up to scaling factors, for any n, the functions related to F,‘“’ co- 
incide with a unique sequence {fi}jEN which does not depend on the specific scalar 
product [., .],. 
We remark that the property stated in the latter proposition represents a 
link among the matrices {U;}, of different sizes. This is one of the key ingre- 
dient in Order to devise fast algorithms for the transforms associated with U; 
for large 12. 
3.2. “ Weakly good” and ‘good” algebras 
Here we want to establish if a given sequence of algebras is good or not for 
approximate Toeplitz matrices. We consider a criterion about band Toeplitz 
matrices. Preliminarily we introduce some auxiliary definitions and results. 
Definition 3.3. Given two sequences of matrices {A,}, and {B,},, of dimension 
n x n we say that “{A,}, and {B,}, (strongly) converge” if, for any E > 0, there 
exists fi such that, for n > fi, A, - B, has Singular values in [0, e) except for a 
constant number Qt of outliers. 
Definition 3.4. Given two sequences of matrices {A,}, and {B,}, of dimension 
n x n, we say that “{A,}n and {B,}, weakly converge” if, for any E > 0, there 
exists fi such that, for n 2 fi, A, - B, has Singular values in [0, E) except for 
Q6 = o(n) outliers. 
In the terminology introduced by Tyrtyshnikov, Definition 3.3 is equivalent 
to write that the sequence {A, - B,}, has a general (weak) cluster of Singular 
values at zero and Definition 3.4 is equivalent to write that the cluster at zero 
is proper (strong). 
The following result gives a criterion to establish if convergence occurs. 
Lemma 3.1 [49]. Let {An},, {B,,}, be two sequences of n x n complex matrices. 
Let us suppose that there exists a sequence {D,,}, of matrices of “small” rank. 
When JJA, -B, - Dn]]i = ( ) o n an rank (Dn) = o(n), then the convergence is d 
weak. Moreover, zf ]]An - B, -DU]]; = O(1) with rank(D,) = 0( 1), then we 
have convergence in the strong sense. 
Of course, when all the matrices A, and B, are Hermitian, it is evident that 
the preceding definitions tan be specialized so that the modulus of the 
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eigenvalues of the differente A, - B, is used in place of the Singular values. Let 
us introduce the following definitions. 
Definition 3.5. Given the n x n algebra d, = &(Un) and a functionfacting on 
the matrix U,,DU,+ E d, whose diagonal matrix D 
Here the Points W, = {$‘} are the grid Points of U,,. 
With the help of the latter definition, the notion of sequence of “weakly 
good” and “good” algebras tan be now introduced. 
Definition 3.6. {dn}, is a sequence of weakly good algebras if and only if 
{dn(q)}n weakly converges to {A,(q)}, for any trigonometric polynomial q. 
Definition 3.7. {dn}, is a sequence of good algebras if and only if {dn(q)}, 
strongly converges to {A,(q)}, for any trigonometric polynomial q. 
Observe that this Point of view is a natural, because, in terms of generating 
functions, the band Toeplitz matrices correspond to trigonometric polynomi- 
als. Therefore the goodness of a sequence of algebras indicates that we tan ap- 
proximate Toeplitz matrices generated by polynomials: since the space of the 
polynomials is dense, with respect to the infinity norm, into the continuous 
functions, it is natura1 to expect that the “goodness” of these algebras is the 
natura1 ingredient to find good preconditioners for matrices {A,,(j)},, withf 
merely continuous. 
In the next section we investigate in this direction. 
4. A Weierstrass matrix theory 
Let us introduce a general way to approximate the original Toeplitz opera- 
tors in a fixed sequence of Gram matrix algebras. 
Let W = { Wn}, be a sequence of grids belonging to Z and Y,, : Czrr + Ga be 
a sequence of linear (not necessarily polynomial) approximation Operators [29]. 
We suppose that for any f E Cz,, the sequence {Y4p,Cf)}n uniformly converges 
tof on the sequence of meshes W according to the next definition. 
Definition 4.1. Let Gr,}, be a sequence of functions belonging to Czn and 
{ Wn}, c Z a sequence of grids. We say that dfj}, uniformly converges to f on 
{K}, if 
lim sup]fn(n) -f(x)1 = 0. 
“+* XE W” 
The convergence is O(l)-uniform (over W,) if 
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lim sup In (x) - f(x) 1 = 0, 
n+m XEw.\W(J”) 
where W(J,) is a subset of Points of W, cardinality of bounded by an absolute 
constant. The convergence is o(n)-uniform (over W,) if 
ji% suFy /Mx) - f(x)1 = 0, 
n n 
where W(J,) is a subset of Points of W, whose cardinality is o(n). 
With these notations, by choosing a fixed Gram matrix algebra A(U,), we 
indicate by 9, (U,, , f) the matrix belonging to the space A( Un) such that 
~n(G,,f) = WU;, 4,i = %V‘)($'), 
where {$‘} are the grid Points of W,. 
In the literature, for all the most known and used algebras, the following ap- 
proximation processes { .9’“}, have been considered. 
?? The Fourier polynomial &cf) = cJ=_n j a eijX which converges uniformly to f 
when f belongs to the Dini-Lipschitz class [54] (see Eq. (1) for the definition 
of the coefficients Q). On the other hand this is a quasi-optimal approxima- 
tion procedure since the related Lebesgue constant is asymptotically equal to 
a constant times log n [54]. 
?? The Cesaro sum C,,(j) = (n + l)-’ &,Z$v) uniformly tonverging to f for 
any continuous 2n-periodic function. The corresponding rate of convergence 
is low and indeed the related approximation error is asymptotical to n-‘, 
even for very regular functions. 
?? The De La Vallee Poussin Operator DL,(f) = 2Cncf) - C,,,2(f) which leads 
to the error (up to a small positive constant) of the polynomial of best ap- 
proximation [54]. 
With the preceding notations and definitions we tan state some Weierstrass 
type results. 
Theorem 4.1 [41,39]. Let f E Czx und {AG’(&)}, be a sequence of weakly good 
algebras. Then, 
{~n(Umf 11, 
and {A,,(f)}” weakly converge, ij”{Y’PnCf)}n o(n)-converges tof. 
Theorem 4.2 [41,39]. Let f E Czn and {JZ(U~)}, be a sequence of good algebras. 
Then, 
{~n(Umf 11” 
und {A,(J)}, converge, if {P’,,(j)}, 0( 1)-converges to jI 
We Point out that these simple results are called of “Weierstrass type” 
because the second Weierstrass theorem is one of the basic ingredients of the 
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proof. Indeed we assume the goodness of the sequences of algebras and there- 
fore, for any polynomial q, we assume that {A,(q) - dn(q)}, has a spectral 
cluster at Zero. Now fix f E C,,. From the second Weierstrass theorem we 
know that f tan be approximated in infinity norm by trigonometric polynomi- 
als and therefore, for any positive e, we find a polynomial qE so that 
IIAnCf) - ‘%(G)L < E and I]&,(j) - dn(qc) 112 < E. Therefore the goodness of 
the algebras and the Weierstrass theorem are used to infer that also the se- 
quence {UJ) - d,,(j)>, h as a cluster at Zero. Consequently, for any approx- 
imation process { 94pn (j)}, so that 9,, : Cl, -+ C,, and (9, cf)}, converges to f 
for all f E Cl,, we deduce that the sequence {A,(J) - ypn( Un, f)}, is spectrally 
clustered at zero too. 
In the essence, when we deal with a sequence of good/weakly good algebras, 
these results tell one that the clustering around zero of {A, -P,}, with 
P, E A’(U,) is equivalent to check that the eigenvalues of P, approximate the 
Symbol f over {WR}, [41]. 
Now we want to analyze the asymptotical behaviour of the number of iter- 
ations NV to resch the Solution within an accuracy q. We define the e-rank of a 
matrix X as the infimum over all the matrices Y with ]]Y]12 f e of the rank of 
X-t Y. 
From the preceding analysis, we find that the e-rank of 
1U.O - yPn(UJ-))n d oes not depend on the Speed of convergence to zero 
of ynCf) -f over { Wn}, when n is large enough. Moreover the e-rank of 
HlCf) - ZOJJ)], g ives a quantitative indication concerning the number 
of its outliers that is of the eigenvalues of A,Cf) - ~?‘~(&,f) not belonging 
to (-6, E). This Observation is the main step in Order to prove that, for IZ large 
enough, the number of iterations N7 previously defined is not sensitive to the 
precision of the approximation scheme {9’,,Cf)}n. We summarize these results 
in the following theorem under the assumption that the sequence of algebras is 
good. A completely analogous Statement holds when the algebras are weakly 
good. 
Theorem 4.3 [41]. We suppose that Ve > 0 3n,,{,~“}, such that, for any n 3 fit,{.~O)n 
I~nCf)(x) -f(x)1 < c, x E K \ W(JVI), 
with JC,n set of indices of cardinality constant with respect to n (O(l)-convergence 
of {Yn(f)},, to f over W,). Zn addition if {d,,}, is a sequence of good algebras, 
then Ve > 0, there exists nC,{,vn}, such that for any n 3 &{Y.}, we have 
where J(LN,II, < E and LRMF is a term having rank r(M,) depending only on E and 
on the sequence of algebras. Here the Symbol M, denotes the minimal degree for 
which the polynomial of best approximation in supremum norm of f assures an 
error smaller than E. 
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Let us fix q > 0 and let us cal1 N,, the number of iterations of the PCG meth- 
od such that the relative error computed with respect to the residuals is less 
than rl: 
w< rl. 
Ilroll 
We notice that we tan find e = E(V) small enough, so that after r(M,) itera- 
tions, we observe superlinear convergence [3,10]. So the greatest part of itera- 
tions is given by r(M,) which depends on how well the given algebras {.A(Un)}, 
approximate the band Toeplitz matrices. Actually, we may always find E such 
that the number of iterations is bounded by r(M,) + 1, E = t(q). 
In conclusion the role of the approximation scheme Y, is marginal and is 
related to the dimension fi after which we may appreciate a stabilized asymp- 
totical behaviour. Actually, the number of iterations r(M,) + 1, (with 
E = E(V)) is dependent on the precision yl, on the regularity of the function f 
(i.e. the number M, which depends on the Jackson estimates in the best approx- 
imation theory [25]) and on the goodness of the sequence of algebras (the func- 
tion r(.) appearing at the end of Theorem 4.3). Finally notice that 
NV = Qc,, + 1, where QE is the number of outliers mentioned in the definitions 
of matrix convergence and used in definition of good algebras. 
Moreover we observe that this result is a theoretical counterpart to the nu- 
merical experiments presented in [11,41] for the specific case of the circulant 
preconditioning where it turns out that, also for small dimensions n, the num- 
ber of iterations is the same for all the several preconditioners constructed by 
using numerous and very different approximation schemes related to kernels. 
Other numerical evidentes also regarding the z class are reported in [41]. 
5. The optimal Operator: convergence properties 
In previous Papers we have proved rather powerful results about the optimal 
approximation of a Toepliz matrix in the multivariate case and with unstruc- 
tured rectangular blocks. Here, for the sake of notational simplicity, we report 
the univariate, scalar Versions. 
First, concerning part (1) of Lemma 2.1, we observe that the ith eigenvalue 
of the matrix 9, [U,,] (&Cf)) tan be explicitly computed. We cal1 it Opt, (xr’ ? f). 
The following Claim holds. 
?? Op&(x,j) is a LPO with respect to f and where the variable x belongs to the 
grid related &(Un). 
Theorem 5.1 [39,42]. Let f E Czn. rf Opt,(x, q)}n uniformly converges to q over 
r the grid Points of the algebras {xi”‘} Vor q = cos x and q = sin x), then 
~~nNIl(~nV‘))~, converges to {A,(j)}, in the weak sense. 
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Theorem 5.2 [39,42]. Let f E Czrr. Zf 
suPIOPt&>q) - q(x)1 = OF’) 
SW. 
Vor q = cos x and q = sin x) and tf the grid Points of the algebras are uniformly 
distributed, then { 8, [Un] (A,(f))}, converges CO {AnCf)}n in the strong sense. 
The following simple extensions concem the case where the convergence 
holds with the exception of “few” grid Points: here “few” Points means o(n) 
if we are interested in the weak convergence, while “few” Points means O(1) 
if we are interested in the stronger Claim denoted by strong convergence. 
Theorem 5.3 [ 161. Let f E Czn. Zf {Opt,(x, q)},, uniformly converges to q (for 
q = cos x and q = sin x) over the gridpoints of the algebra {XI”‘} except for a set 
of indices J, so that #Jn = o(n), then {c+‘~[U~](A~(~))}, converges to {FI~(~)}~ in 
the weak sense. 
Theorem 5.4 [ 161. Let f E Cza. Zf 
XG;;;,, il%%(x,q) - q(x)1 = o(n-‘), #(Jn> = O(l) n n 
(for q = cos x and q = sin x) and tf the grid Points of the algebras are uniformly 
distributed, then {Pn [Un] (FI~(~))}~ converges CO {A,,(f)}, in the strong sense. 
We observe that the latter two results have not only a theoretical appeal but 
also a practical application since, in [16], we have studied some cosine/sine al- 
gebras for which there exists a nontrivial set of exceptional indices J,, of cardi- 
nality 1 or 2. 
As a consequence, we observe that the Korovkin type results tan be used in 
Order to have a simple computational test to verify the weak goodness or the 
goodness of a given sequence of algebras. This is the subject of the next section. 
5.1. How to verify the “goodness” of algebras 
In the proofs of Theorems 5.1-5.4 (see [39,16]) we obtained as byproduct an 
interesting Claim: if 
lim n_oo x,;eP, ) IOPt,(xY 4) - q(x)1 = 0 
n n 
(8) 
for the three test functions with #(Jn) = o(n) and J, being a set of exceptional 
indices, then 
1. {AM), and PnWA~&N~, weakly converge for the three test functions 
(use part (5) of Lemma 2.1 and the Szegö formula); 
2. suPXGw.\w(J.)IOPt,(x>f) -f(x)1 + 0 for any continuous function f (by using 
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the discrete Korovkin Theorems stated in [42,16]); 
3 WV)]” and -wwnl(~ndf>)~n weakly converge for any continuous func- 
tion 5 
If the convergence in Eq. (8) is with an error of Order of n-l, if #(J”) = 0( 1) 
and the algebras have uniformly distributed grid Points then the convergence in 
the first and in the third part is strong. As a consequence of the second and 
third Parts we have a simple check of the weakly goodness or goodness of 
the considered sequence { .M( Un)},. 
Proposition 5.1. Let f E Czn. Zf {Opt,(n, q)}n converges to q (for q = cos x and 
q = sin x) on the grid Points with at most an exception of o(n) Points, then 
{dn = JV-J”)), is a sequence of weakly good algebras. 
Proof. Since U,, is a unitary matrix, we find that Opt,(x, 1) = 1 and so by using 
the assumption concerning q = cos x and q = sin x, we tan use the discrete 
Korovkin Theorem on the set W, \ W(Jn),Jn being the set of exceptional 
indices. Therefore, for any polynomial q we find 
lim “a  %PJ ) l44b)I = 0 
n n 
(9) 
with E,(q)(x) = W,(x,q) - q(x). F rom identity (5) in Lemma 2.1, for any 
polynomial q we have 
OG II‘Uq) - ~$Wt&))llF = II44dIIF - Il~n[unl(An(q))ll;. 
From the uniform convergence of {Opt,(x,q)}, to q(x) on the test functions 
and over the grid W, \ W(J,), we obtain (by a discrete Korovkin Theorem 
for functions [16]) the Same convergence property for any polynomial of fixed 
degree. Therefore 
IMq) - %zIUnl(~n(4))II; = IM7MIF - +jJOPt,($W2. 
Now, from the definition of the Frobenius norm and since A,,(q) is Hermitian, 
we find that 
IMdll; = ~&Lk)). 
kl 
The preceding relation is very interesting because, after division by n, it coin- 
cides with the sum appearing in the left-hand side of the famous Szegö relation 
(See Theorem 2.1). Then, by applying the quoted result, we find 
IIA&dII~ = n .&/q2 +44 (10) 
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Now, due to the relation 
(implied by part (5) of Lemma 2.1) we deduce that IIE,(q)II, is bounded by an 
absolute constant. 
Therefore, by exploiting the discrete convergence of { Opt, (xjn), q)}, to q, we 
may conclude that 
n-1 n-1 
)J4(xlfl)) + En(q)(X(“Q2 = C$(xln)) + o(n) 
i=O i=O 
(11) 
since 6 (q)(x?)) n is infinitesimal except for o(n) Points where the quantity 
en(q)(xp)) is uniformly bounded by an absolute constant. 
Finally, by virtue of the quasi-uniform distribution of grid Points {xp’} and 
of relation (9), we find that 
C;(OPt,($), 4H2 
n 
acts as Riemann sum and therefore 
C(q(xj”)) + E,(q (xjn)))2 = n . &Jq2 +  o(n). 
i=O 
-n 
(12) 
The combination of Eqs. (10) and (12), in the light of the powerful Lemma 3.1, 
allows one to state the weak convergence of {Pn[Un](A,(q))}n to {A,(q)}, for 
any polynomial q. But d 
n 8 - 
( Pn[Un](A,(q)) = UEU* where the matrix E is 
diagonal and Ei,i = E,(q)(xin ). Therefore, from Lemma 3.1, the sequences 
P’nWMn(d)L and b4kd1, are weakly tonverging. The combination of 
these two “weak convergences” is easily recasted in terms of “weak goodness” 
of the algebras {SJ, = Jt’(U,)},. •i 
Proposition 5.2. Let f E CZ,. If ]Opt,(x, q) - q(x)1 = O(n-‘) Cfor q = cos x and 
q = sin x) uniformly on the grid Points (which are supposed to be uniformly 
distributed) and with at most an exception of O(1) Points, then {JZ(U,,)}, is a 
sequence of good algebras. 
Proof. We follow the same proof given in the latter proposition. In particular, 
in all the Eqs. (lOt( 12) the terms o(n) are replaced by terms of constant Order. 
In Eq. (lO), since all the polynomials are in the Krein algebra, we apply the 
second-Order result due to Widom [52] (See Theorem 2.2) with G(t) = t. For the 
relation (1 l), the hypotheses on en(q) and on the grid Points are used while, for 
Eq. (12), we need the uniform distribution instead of the quasi-uniform one 
and that the cardinality of the exceptional Points is bounded by a constant. 
Finally, Lemma 3.1 is invoked. Cl 
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6. Other LPO matrix approximations 
323 
In the preceding sections, we recalled the good properties of the optimal ap- 
proximation at least from two Points of view: it furnishes a superlinear precon- 
ditioner whenfis strictly positive and continuous; it gives a computational way 
to prove the goodness of a fixed sequence of Gram algebras (so that we tan use 
the powerful Weierstrass type results). 
On the other hand the construction of the preconditioners requires a cheap 
way to calculate the diagonal elements of the matrix U;(A,,Cf))U,,. In a lot of 
cases this tan be done in a very unexpensive way [26,23]. However we cannot 
guarantee that this is true for any sequence of Gram matrix algebras. 
Therefore, in the following, we suggest new (but in some sense trivial) alter- 
native superlinear preconditioners in the case where fis continuous and f is 
strictly positive. 
We Start by considering the case where f is not explicitly known except for 
the sequence of its Fourier coefficient?, Let us suppose that {A(Un)}, is a se- 
quence of good algebras and let us consider an approximation process 
{Y,,(j)}, tonverging tofon the discrete set of the grid Points of the algebras. 
Set 9’,(j) = C,,(jJ the Cesaro approximation of J If A( Un) is the n x II 
circulant algebra, then we notice that the matrix approximation Y,( Un,f) is 
the classical T. Chan optimal preconditioner [12]. On the other hand, if 
J%( Un) is another algebra (r [2], Hartley [4] etc.), then YSPn(Un,f) is a new pre- 
conditioner whose calculation costs only O(n log n) arithmetic operations be- 
Cause the diagonal part of Yn(U,,,f) (the eigenvalues) tan be explicitly 
calculated by evaluating the Cesaro polynomials at the grid Points of the alge- 
bra through fast trigonometric transforms [26]. 
Finally, if the expression of f is known and the evaluation of f at the grid 
Points is not expensive, another even simpler sequence of matrices related to 
LPOs tan be considered: set YnCf) = f: in this case, according to the definition 
3.5, we have that Y,,(U,,,f) = d”(J) where d, = A(Q). 
6.1. Some negative results on LPO matrix approximations 
Let us Start by recalling a (negative!) result on the approximation of contin- 
uous functions by means of LPOs. 
Theorem 6.1 (Korovkin [27]). Let {CB,},, be a sequence of polynomial LPOs. 
Then, at least one of the following quantities does not converge to Zero 
n%(l;x), n2@,( sin2(t - x);x). 
The meaning of Theorem 6.1 is that we cannot expect a convergence Speed 
better than 0(ne2) even in presence of very regular functions. In other words, if 
fis at least C2,, then there exist a positive constant k, and a nonnegative func- 
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tion $ with a finite number of Zeros so that the following Voronowskaja-type 
result 
holds true for CI 6 2. Moreover, when CI = 2 and in the trigonometric case, the 
preceding estimate is really attained by the Jackson Operators [25,27]. 
Now let us come back to our linear algebra Problem. In Section 5 after The- 
orem 4.3, we noticed that the number of iterations in Order to resch the solu- 
tion of the System AnCf)x = b by the PCG method (with matrix algebra 
preconditioners), is not sensitive to the goodness of the approximation process 
at least whenfis strictly positive. In other words, for the superlinearity of the 
related PCG method, it is necessary that { 9, cr)}, converges to funiformly (at 
least in a discrete sense and with O(1) exceptions) but the the size of the error 
II~ncf) -fll, d oes not play asymptotically any role. 
Therefore the negative result stated in Theorem 6.1, which is a negative re- 
sult in the approximation theory context, is not negative in our linear algebra 
context at least whenf is strictly positive. 
On the other hand, the case wherefhas Zeros is a completely different case. 
In [15] we proved that the goodness of the general cluster around the unity of 
the preconditioned matrices is sensibly depending on the goodness of the ap- 
proximation process (see also [48] for the circulant case): in particular the bet- 
ter is the approximation process, the smaller is the asymptotical number of 
outlying eigenvalues. This information coupled with the negative result stated 
in Theorem 6.1, tells us that the optimal Frobenius preconditioning techniques 
are not well suited in the nonnegative case. For this kind of Problems a very 
good approximation process is welcome: if we are thinking of LPOs the best 
choice is given by the Jackson Operators or by the {A(.)} Operators (see [27], 
Problems 31 and 32, pp. 134-135) because the rate of their convergence is 
the highest among the linear positive Operators. If we drop the “positivity” 
of the approximation Operator, a possibility is given by the De La Vallee Pous- 
sin process recalled in Section 5: in fact, its convergence Speed is of the Order of 
the best approximation and since this is a linear combination of two Cesaro 
sums, the tost of its computation of a equispaced grid is of O(n log n) ops 
via fast Fourier transforms (FFTs). Finally we notice that the preconditioners 
constructed by using nonpositive De La Vallee Poussin Operators have to be 
“stabilized” in the case wherefhas Zeros, due to the possible presence of non- 
positive eigenvalues [48,15]. 
6.2. The case where f is piecewise continuous 
In this section we analyze in some detail the case where f is piecewise con- 
tinuous: the Problem has been suggested by Martin Hanke at the ILAS Con- 
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ference held in Winnipeg (June 1997). When f is piecewise continuous, the clas- 
sical matrix algebra based preconditioning strategies do not lead to superlinear 
PCG methods owing to a “logarithmic” number of outlying eigenvalues in the 
preconditioned matrix (see [53]). 
By following the proof of the Weierstrass-type Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, it 
turns out that the number of outlying eigenvalues of 
[%(K!f)l-‘MY) 
is related to the rank of 
An(f) - yn(U,,f) - LN,, 
where, for any fixed E, LN, is a suitable matrix whose Euclidean norm is bound- 
ed by E. Now 
An(f) - ~Pn(Ulrf) = ‘%0-) - An(qw) - (dn(4M) - dn(%!)) 
+ dn(qM) - d”(Y) + (S!L.jI - an) 
with qM polynomial of best approximation of f in supremum norm. At this 
Point we notice that 
where D is the diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are 
9, cf) (x:“‘) - f(x?). Therefore, if Y,(j) is a polynomial approximation and 
fhas discontinuity Points, then there exists a value i > 0 so that, for every pos- 
itive 6 < i, we find that 
#{i: IYJf)($“) -f(xj”)) ) > E} > k,,i, 
with k,,n going to infinity when n tends to infinity. So the first conclusion is that 
a polynomial approximation process is not a good choice, while all the circul- 
ant and noncirculant preconditioners for Toeplitz matrices considered in the 
literature are related to polynomial approximation processes [11,41]. This fact 
is completely natura1 if we recall that the discontinuous functions cannot be ap- 
proximated by polynomials in infinity norm. On the other hand, for any choice 
of q and in the light of the Szegö theory, we infer that the matrices 
{4Cf) -Al(q)), and {dn(q) - dA.f)>, 
cannot be written as a part of norm bounded by e and a second part of rank 
O(1). Therefore, if we choose a different kind of approximation (nonpolynomi- 
al) and we suppose that 
then we obtain that ]ILzI’~C~) - Yn(Un,f)ll 2 6 E but we still have the same prob- 
lem in manipulating the quantity An(j) - A,(qM). 
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In conclusion, how to overcome completely this Problem? We have to 
Change the kind of algebras. It is evident that in a good or weakly good sequence 
of algebras, it is not possible to approximate {A,,Cf)}n whenf has a jump be- 
Cause the concept of “goodness” is based on the polynomial approximation 
in infinity norm. 
Therefore, we must add some additional requirements. 
Definition 6.1. {dn}, is a sequence of P-good algebras if and only if {&,(s)}, 
strongly converges to {An(s)}, w h ere s is the characteristic function of a generic 
subinterval of [-7t, rc]. 
We observe that the concept of P-good algebras is a special case of the no- 
tion of good algebras in the sense of Definition 3.7. 
Proposition 6.1. A sequence of P-good algebras is also a sequence of good 
algebras in the sense of Dejnition 3.7. The converse is not true. 
Proof. Esch continuous function tan be approximated in infinity norm by 
linear combinations (simple functions) of functions s considered in Definition 
6.1. Therefore each polynomial q tan be Loo approximated by simple 
functions and consequently for any e > 0, there exists a simple function g,,p so 
that 
and 
Finally, from the assumption, it follows that {A,(q)}, and {dn(q)}, strongly 
converge and the goodness of (~4~)~ is proved. For the other part it is enough 
to observe that the circulant class is not P-good: take f as the characteristic 
function of the interval [-n/2,7r/2]. 
Then, for any positive E, the differente &Cf) - ,c4,cf) tan be looked at as 
the sum of a part of norm smaller than E plus another part whose rank cannot 
be bounded by a constant (see also [50]). IJ 
With this definition the following result tan be easily proved. 
Theorem 6.2. Let f be a piecewise continuous function and {J(U,,)}, be a 
sequence of P-good algebras. Then, 
{~n(Gf )I, 
and {A, cf)}, converge, if 9, cr) 0( l)-converges to J 
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At this Point we have practical Problem of finding or constructing an exam- 
ple of a sequence of P-good algebras. Actually we do not know if such an ex- 
ample exists or not. 
7. The band-Toeplitz approximation 
In this final section we consider another classical kind of preconditioning 
strategy: the band-Toeplitz (BT) strategy. Here the preconditioner is Chosen 
as A,(g) with g approximating the generating function f of A,(j) [6,36]. Of 
course the function g has to be Chosen so that the associated auxiliary Systems 
A,(g)y = c are simple and cheap to solve. In the relevant literature, the case 
where the functions g are trigonometric polynomials has been analyzed in 
depth since the corresponding matrices are band-Toeplitz and for these special 
structures there exist several very fast algorithms [20,17,5]. 
7.1. Approximation schemes and BT preconditioners 
In this section we are concerned with the construction of BT preconditioners 
associated with approximation schemes. Let us consider the nondecreasing se- 
quence Z(n) < n and some polynomial approximation processes {Yn(.)}, de- 
fined in the preceding subsections, then the BT preconditioner taking the 
ferm A,(y+)Cf)). 
In the following we study the convergence Speed of the PCG applied to the 
considered kind of Toeplitz linear Systems in terms of the generating functionsf 
and g = .4p1(,)cf). 
Here, we recall some known definitions and results to be used in the follow- 
ing. 
Definition 7.1. Let h be a measurable function. The essential range of the 
function h defined on Z is the set of all y real numbers for which, Vr > 0 the 
Lebesgue measure of {x E Z: h(x) E 0, - ~,y + E)} is positive [34]. The inf and 
the sup of this set are the essential infimum (essinf) and essential supremum 
(esssup) of h, respectively. 
Theorem 7.1 [21]. Let mf and Mf be the essinf and the esssup of f in [-x, z]. Zf 
mf < Mf then, Vn > 0, we have 
mf < &(Ancf)) < M, 
where l,,(X) is the ith eigenvalue of X. If mf 2 0, then A,,Cf) is positive de$nite. 
Theorem 7.2. Let f, g E L’ [-X, z] be two functions essentially nonnegative, i.e., 
mf, mg 2 0. The matrices A, (jJ, A,(g) are positive dejinite (see Theorem 7.1) and 
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the eigenvalues 2;“’ of A-’ (g)A,(j) n arranged in nondecreasing Order are such 
that: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
$“) E (r, R), r, R being the essinf and the esssup of f /g, respectively [38]. 
ilnEN U. A!“) is dense in the “essential range” e?B(f/g) of f/g [34]. 
lim,,, ‘?f’ L r, lim,,, E,(“’ = R [34]. 
If g is nonnegative and spars”ely vanishing [48] (the set of the Zeros of g has Zero 
Lebesgue measure), then the following Szegö-style ergodic formula holds true 
1431 
J@lf 2F(nj”‘) = & /Flf(xqg(X)) dx. 
1=1 
I 
(13) 
V y+)Cf)/f - 1 uniformly converges to 0 in infinity norm then the corre- 
sponding PCG is superlinear and the related number of iterations goes to 1 
when n is large enough [36]. 
We notice that Theorem 7.2 suggests a “global property” of distribution of 
eigenvalues. For instance, a consequence of the second part of this result is that 
for any nonnegative integer k fixed with respect to the dimension n we find the 
following limit relations 
lim AC”) = r k 7 n-oc G&“‘, = R. 
Moreover, from the fourth part proved in [43] in a very general context, we 
know that the spectra of the preconditioned matrices {A;’ (g)&(j)}, are “dis- 
tributed” as the function f /g. 
Notice that when f and g are Lebesgue integrable functions with g nonneg- 
ative and sparsely vanishing, we have that f /g is no longer L’ but it is merely 
measurable. 
Actually, it has been observed in [44], that any measurable function 
h: [-TC, x] + [w such that m{x E Z: ]f 1 = oc} = 0 tan be written as f /g where 
f, g E L” and g is nonnegative and sparsely vanishing. In conclusion we have 
solved the following general assignment Problem: given a measurable (sparsely 
unbounded) function h, there exists a (nontrivial) sequence of matrices 
K’ (g)‘UJ)], h w ose eigenvalues distribute as h = f /g. Notice that in the 
L’ case, this Problem has been solved by Tyrtyshnikov [47,50] with the help 
of Toeplitz matrices. 
On the other hand, this theorem has a practical application. In fact it is use- 
ful in Order to understand very precisely the convergence rates of PCG methods 
based on Toeplitz preconditioners. Actually, owing to the sophisticated results 
[l] about the convergence Speed of PCG algorithms, we conclude that it is not 
only useful the knowledge of the asymptotical behaviour of $) and An), but 
also the global distribution of the preconditioned spectrum [35]: more specifi- 
cally, Parts (1) and (3) of Theorem 7.2 provide us a bound for the number Nq of 
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PCG iterations in Order to find the Solution within a fixed accuracy r: in fact, 
following [l], we have 
N < 1% W’) + 1 
‘I’ log (6) (14) 
with 6 = (1 + &@)/(l - m). Parts (2) and (4) (the global distribution 
properties) tell us that the latter estimate (14) is tight. 
7.2. The L’ case 
First we suppose that f is (essentially) nonnegative and sparsely vanishing 
but only Lebesgue integrable. We also want to consider the band-Toeplitz pre- 
conditioning in this case. When the generating function f is continuous, we 
have observed that it is possible to obtain a superlinear PCG method by assum- 
ing that the generating functions of the preconditioners are a sequence 9,~~) (j) 
of nonnegative polynomials so that 
;~~llQV‘)/f Ilcc = 1 and ~~~mllflQd_flI, = 1. 
Of course, in the general L’ case, this kind of L” approximation by polynomi- 
als does not hold. However, another type of approximation tan be considered: 
the relative wlosedness in measure. 
Let us Start with some definitions. 
Definition 7.2. A measurable function f defined on an interval Z is called 
sparsely vanishing [48] if 
lii m{x E z: If I< E} = 0. 
Definition 7.3. Let f and g be two functions defined on an interval1. fand g are 
6-close in measure if 
m{x E z: !j- - gJ > E} < fZ 
fand g are relatively e-close in measure if 
m{xEZ:If/g-lI>E}<C 
Definition 7.4. A set of functions % is close in measure to f if and only if for any 
E > 0, there exists a function fL E % so that f and fc are e-close. A set of 
functions % is relatively close in measure to f if and only if for any E > 0, there 
exists a function fC E % so that f and fC are relatively e-close. 
Theorem 7.3 (Lusin [32]). Let f be a measurable function dejined on Z = [-z, x]. 
For every 6 > 0, there exists a continuous function ff so that 
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?? f = fF over a set I \ Z,, 
. m{ZJ < 6 
So, the continuous functions are close in measure to any measurable func- 
tion f. Moreover, owing to the second Weierstrass theorem, this property also 
holds for the space of the trigonometric polynomials. 
Corollary 7.1. Let f be a measurable function de$ned on [-n, TC]. For anypositive 
t, there exists a trigonometric polynomial g, so that f and g, are wlose. 
Proof. For any fixed E > 0, we consider the continuous function fE related to 
the Lusin theorem: clearly the function fE is e-close tof and tan be Chosen so 
that it belongs to Czn. 
Now we apply the second Weierstrass theorem to the continuous periodic 
function ff: there exists a trigonometric polynomial g, so that 
IK - &ll, G 6. 
Since E is arbitrary, the claimed thesis plainly follows. ??
With some simple manipulations we tan prove the following result. 
Theorem 7.4. Let f be a sparsely vanishing measurable function dejined on 
[-IT, TC]. For every E > 0, there exists a trigonometric polynomial g, so that f and 
g, are relatively wlose. 
Proof. VE > 0, 3g, such that g, is a trigonometric polynomial which is 
(absolutely) e-close to f (by the latter corollary). Therefore, setting Z = [-x, rc], 
we have 
m{x E 1: If - g,l > E} < t 
or, equivalently, we find that 
m{x E 1: Ifl& - 11 > 4&(X)l) < E. 
Now f is sparsely vanishing, it follows that 
m{x E Z: lf 1 GE} = q(6) + 0 for E -+ 0 
and consequently 
m{x E Z: ]gc] 6 E} = G(E) + 0 for E -+ 0. 
(15) 
Therefore the measure of the set where ]gL] is smaller than E is small and goes to 
zero as E tends to 0. This remark joint with inequality (15) concludes the proof. 
0 
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With the aid of Theorem 7.4 we tan prove the following theorem. 
331 
Theorem 7.5. Let f be a sparsely vanishing, essentially nonnegative L’ function 
defined on [-X, ~1. For every E > 0, there exists a nonnegative trigonometric 
polynomial g, so that 
with lim,,o k, = 0. 
Proof. Consider the function fl and apply Theorem 7.4. So for any 6 > 0 
there exists a polynomial & for which fi and & are relatively b-close. 
Therefore, for any E > 0, we tan find a 6 = S(e) such that g, = $ is 
nonnegative and is relatively e-close to f. The use of the ergodic result stated 
in part (4) of Theorem 7.2 concludes the proof. I? 
Now fix fi (large but fixed!) and take E so that k,ti is small. For instance take 6 
for which kJ < 1. Then, owing to the relation (13), we know that the eigenval- 
ues of the sequence {A;’ (g&t,Cf)},, distribute like the function f/g,. More- 
over, to have an idea, we tan assume that the function fis continuous and 
that the set of the eigenvalues is approximately given by a Sample of the func- 
tion f/gc on a uniform grid having stepsize 2z/n. But, under the assumption 
that k,ii < 1, the grid is too coarse to “See the exceptional values” where 
If/gc - 11 is greater than 6. Therefore, we do not have outlying eigenvalues 
and the related PCG method converges very fast as shown by the numerical 
experiments performed in [40]. 
This is the “boundary layer argument” introduced in [40] which explains the 
previously described phenomenon and which allows us to obtain a practical ap- 
plication of Theorem 7.5. 
Finally we want to stress that this idea is naturally related to the definition 
of e-close sequences of matrices and to the involved properties introduced and 
discussed by Tyrtyshnikov in his lecture at the International Algebraic Confer- 
ence in memory of Professor Fadeev held in Saint Petersbourg (June 1997). 
7.3. Concluding remarks 
In conclusion we think that the band-Toeplitz approach is in some sense 
more versatile and flexible than the one based on matrix algebras. In particular, 
when considering the matrix algebra preconditioning technique, we have to 
face with the nontrivial Problem of defining the matrix algebra which is more 
suitable with respect to the specific application. 
On the other hand, in the band Toeplitz approach, the procedure for finding 
the preconditioner is unique and simpler. However, in general, we need more 
information regarding the generating functionfassociated with the considered 
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sequence of Toeplitz Problems. Finally, we Point out that the auxiliary nontriv- 
ial Problem of finding some crucial analytic properties of the symbolfhas been 
treated and partially solved in [40]. 
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